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Overview 
of the course

How look back, learn, and leap forward. 

This workshop is designed to embed an Innovation practice which often gets missed in todays’ 
busy organisations facing significant challenges, juggling multiple priorities, running fast to stay 
ahead of the competition, but who want to thrive rather than just survive – and that is the Review 
stage.  

Course elements

- The Review cycle (current state vs desired state) 
- The Blame cycle (what often happens in reality)  
- Getting real (review practice) 
- Identifying the learning (the what and how) 
- Leadership accountability 
- Creative solutioning 
- Actions and next steps

This workshop is designed to reframe the importance and purpose of the Review cycle. Reviewing 
often happens (reactively) when things go wrong, but the practice is as important when things 
go right to ensure that learning is captured, and what/how/why underpinning success can be 
replicated with greater confidence and consciousness in the future.  Where mistakes do occur, 
the Review ensures failures are captured and used to spark innovation in the future. 

This workshop is designed as a practical working session, requires real projects/initiatives to drive 
meaningful outcomes whilst building capability of the leaders in the AIM PLAN DO REVIEW 
process, facilitation framework and techniques.

Purpose Leading the Organisation

Audience Senior and aspiring Senior Leaders

Outcomes This course will support leaders to: 

Knowledge (Know): Build awareness and understanding their strengths and gaps in relation to the 
AIM PLAN DO REVIEW cycle. 

Skills (Do):  Driving capability, in how to lead a Review cycle which facilitates greater honesty, 
ideas and action 

Behaviour (Be):  Building confidence through a focus on strengths and failure in balance. Building 
stronger teams through facilitating conversations that build trust and alignment. 

Method 
of delivery

Facilitated workshop with pre work required 

Aim Plan Do Review


